
Chapter 16

Privacy enforcing Protocols

“A poor thing, a poor thing”,
says he who is giving money for goods:

but when he has gone on his way,
then he makes clear his pride in what he has got.

Solomon, Proverbs, BBE

A n important motivation for distributed problem solving is the agents’ ability to keep their
constraints private. We assume that each agent attaches a numerical value to information

it is asked to reveal in a search process. For example, revealing whether the company is able to
deliver a product by a certain date may have a very high value, while revealing whether the product
can be blue may have a low value.
Example 16.18 Imagine that you are performing a research for the development of a quantum
computer. Let the gain that you can expect on the market for the 20 year of the validity of a patent
be V = 20.000.000$.

Imagine now that you cooperate with partners and each year of research you reveal secret tech-
nology in value of 4.000.000$. It only makes sense to pursue the research as long as you expect
that the remaining time is less than 5 year.

Even if you have so far worked for 7 years losing already 28.000.000$, much more than what
you expect to gain, it makes sense to continue if the expected remaining time is 2 years (less than
5 years). The reason is that you expect to recuperate at least part of your loss: Your loss will be
28.000.000$+8.000.000$-20.000.000$=16.000.000$, less than the current loss.

However, if all of a sudden the promising research direction fails and the remaining alternative
requires you to reveal secret (not patentable) technology of an expected cost of 30.000.000$, than
your rational behavior is to abandon the research.

In real world cases, the expected gain also changes during the research (e.g. due to inflation or
actions of the competition).

A rational way for agents to ensure their privacy is then to abandon the search whenever the
estimated value of the information that must be revealed in the future exceeds the value of the
successful solution.

Execution of asynchronous search algorithms is always nondeterministic because of the variable
message delivery time. Therefore, often there is no strict comparison that guarantees that one
algorithm is always better than another on a given problem instance. However, there are cases
where for certain problem instances, one algorithm has the possibility of reaching a solution while
the other will always terminate prematurely. We say that algorithm A is better1 than algorithm
B when there are cases when B always terminates prematurely but A may find a solution, and no
cases where the opposite holds. In this thesis, we show several such relations for known distributed
constraint satisfaction algorithms and construct a hierarchy that reflects these relations.

Since the publication of (Silaghi et al. 2000a), I was often asked to measure the privacy of
asynchronous protocols by counting the number of revealed tuples. I have constantly refused,

1Denoted ≺ or flexibler in this thesis.
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explaining why that measure is not relevant for measuring the protocols. I used to express my
understanding of the relation between protocols and privacy as motivation in the introductions of
articles with new published protocols. Here I centralize that understanding in an unified framework.

An estimation of privacy loss function of agent intelligence, described in (Freuder et al. 2001), is
based on the number of revealed tuples of certain types. The next sections introduce a framework
for modeling agents’ interests regarding privacy loss. It is then shown how features in proto-
cols (Silaghi et al. 2000a; 2001e; 2001l; Bessière et al. 2001) add new opportunities for privacy
maintenance.

16.1 Distributed Private CSPs

Arguments referring to privacy have been often used in relation with algorithms for DisCSPs (Yokoo
et al. 1998; Silaghi et al. 2000b; 2000a), but the first quantitative experiments are detailed only
in (Freuder et al. 2001). It counts the number of revealed values during a synchronous protocol
for meeting scheduling. This approach was meant for assessing agent intelligence and does not
allow for the evaluation of privacy conserving protocols. It cannot take into account the capacity
of these protocols to allow the search to proceed toward less private search space regions. In this
section we define a slightly more comprehensive framework, necessary for comparing protocols.

Definition 16.1 When we speak about the feasibility of a tuple, we actually refer to the answer to
the question: “Is the tuple feasible or not?”

For an agent Ai, we denote by ki the number of variables that it enforces: ki = |evars(Ai)|

Definition 16.2 A Distributed Unitary Private CSP (DisUPrivCSP) is a DisCSP where each
valuation of the local problem of an agent has associated a privacy value representing the loss
suffered whenever the feasibility of that tuple is revealed: privAi

: Dki → IR+.

Example 16.19 A simple measure can be modeled in DisUPrivCSPs with privAi
(t) =

f1(feasible(t)) where f1(false) = 0 and f1(true) = 1. This is related to one of the measures
used in (Freuder et al. 2001).

We need protocols that allow for selectively using less important tuples in solving the problems.
In the following, we define a more complex version of DisUPrivCSP. Usually, one denotes with P(S)
the set of subsets of S.

Definition 16.3 A Distributed Private CSP (DisPrivCSP) is a DisCSP where:

• Each search subspace of the local problem of an agent has associated a privacy value rep-
resenting the loss that appears whenever only the feasibility of that subspace is revealed:
privAi

:P(Dki)→IR+.

• VAi
is the expected gain of Ai from the current computation.2

• Let Ei(t) be the whole set of tuples that, by time t, Ai revealed or estimates she will have to
reveal in order to reach the solution.

• Let Ri(t) be the set of tuples that, by time t, Ai has already revealed.

• Agent, Ai, abandons at moment t if privAi
(Ei(t))− privAi

(Ri(t)) > VAi
.

Intuitively, each agent, Ai, prefers to minimize its privacy loss and abandons rather than
accepting to lose an increment of privacy with a value higher than VAi

, the value that it can gain.

Remark 16.1 The behaviors in DisPrivCSPs are related to behaviors in auctions where all bidders
pay their last bid. Namely, even if the privacy loss undergone so far by Ai is higher than VAi

, it is
rational for Ai to continue to cooperate in search whenever it believes it can find a solution without
increasing its privacy loss with VAi

.

2Note that in reality the value of VAi
may change along a computation.
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Even if the privacy loss in general is not an additive function (see next example), for convenience,
this is the default in the rest of the examples described in this chapter.
Example 16.20 Let us analyze local problem CSP(A1) with one variable x having a domain
of three values {a, b, c} and a publicly known unary constraint leaving exactly one value feasible.
Revealing the feasibility of two values automatically reveals the feasibility of the third value. This
implies that privAi

({a, b, c})=privAi
({a, b}).

privAi
({a, b, c})=privAi

({a, b})+privAi
(c)

can only be true when privAi
(c) = 0, which does not hold in general.

E.g. When:
privAi

(a)=privAi
(b)=privAi

(c)=1, and
privAi

({a, b, c})=3, then
privAi

({a, b})=privAi
({a, c})=privAi

({b, c})=3.
Here privAi

({a, b}) 6= privAi
(a) + privAi

(b).
We also find it intuitive to redefine the definition of a solution.

Definition 16.4 A solution of a DisPrivCSP, P , is a valuation, V , of all external variables such
that each agent Ai in P agrees with the projection of V on the variables in which Ai has declared
its interest.

The simplifying assumptions made here are:

• environment invariant privacy: the value of the privacy loss is invariant with external events.

• peer invariant privacy: the value of the privacy loss is invariant with the set of agents learning
the divulged information (everybody discloses everything known about third parties).3

• the expected gain, VAi
, does not change along the search.

Definition 16.5 (flexibler) 4 A problem solving protocol P1 is strictly flexibler than another
protocol P2, denoted P1 ≺ P2, if there exists a DisPrivCSP that can be solved by some instance of
P1 but cannot be solved by any instance of P2 for the same initial order on values and agents. It
is also required that any problem solvable with P2 can be solved with some instance of P1.

Proposition 16.1 The relation ≺ is transitive.

Proof. If P1 ≺ P2 ≺ P3, it means that ∃ a problem solvable with P1 but not solvable with P2, therefore

not solvable with P3. Also, all problems solvable by P3 are solvable with P2 and therefore solvable with

P1.

Note that only the initial order is considered for comparing protocols with reordering. For
DisCSPs, (Yokoo 1995) and (Meisels & Razgon 2001) present algorithms with value reordering.
Several protocols for solving DisCSPs are compared for DisPrivCSPs in next section.

16.2 Comparison of Protocols

Death and life [are] in the power of the tongue:
and they that love it shall eat the fruit thereof.

Solomon, Proverbs, 18:21, KJV

In this section we try to detect an order on some existing protocols, based on the metric that
we have just introduced. The local problem of an agent in a model with private domains is defined
by:

• owned variables,

3This assumption is the inverse of the one behind cryptographic protocols.
4For the non-English readers, please note that flexibler is not the same as loser.
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• foreign variables,

• predicates, privacy function, and privacy threshold (expected gain).

Constraint tuples for which no privacy value are specified are considered to have privacy value 0.
When the privacy is specified for tuples formed only of owned variables, it will be considered that
that privacy corresponds to the set of tuples whose projections on the owned variables is the given
one. Lack of privacy threshold is considered to mean that its value is ∞. Such a local problem for
an agent Ai can be denoted as:

CSP(Ai)={owned variables|foreign variables|predicates}.

16.2.1 Synchronous Protocols

The simplest complete distributed algorithm that we can imagine now is the Synchronous Back-
tracking (SyncBT) (Yokoo et al. 1992). SyncBT is the distributed counterpart of centralized
backtracking.

(Collin et al. 2000) presents an algorithm we refer to as Distributed Depth-First-Search
Branches (SyncDFSTBranching). SyncDFSTBranching improves on SyncBT by allowing stati-
cally detected independent subproblems on branches of the search to be scanned in parallel. When
one of these subproblems generates a failure, the whole search branch can be abandoned.

Proposition 16.2 SyncDFSTBranching ≺ SyncBT.

Proof. Let P be a DisPrivCSP with three agents and privacy functions on unary constraints:
CSP(A1)={a||a∈{0..3}, a6∈{2}, a=b=c, privA1(2)=4, VA1=3}
CSP(A2)={b|a|b∈{0..3}, b>1, a=b, privA2(1)=1, privA2(0)=4, VA2=3}
CSP(A3)={c|a|c∈{0..3}, c>1, a=c, privA3(1)=4, privA3(0)=1, VA3=3}.
With SyncDFSTBranching, A1 starts proposing a = 0 then A2 waits for a while, hoping that A3 can

detect infeasibility, since A2 prefers to abandon the search rather than admitting that it does not accept
b = 0. Infeasibility is fortunately found by A3 and A1 proposes a = 1. For a = 1 it is A2 that accepts to
reveal infeasibility. A1 avoids mentioning about a = 2 and a solution is found for a = 3.
Given this order on values, SyncBT cannot find any solution for this order on agents, and neither

SyncBT nor SyncDFSTBranching can find any solution with other DFS orders on agents.

Obviously, whenever SyncBT finds a solution for some order on agents, SyncDFSTBranching will also

find a solution for a compatible DFS order on agents.

The Synchronous (arc-) consistency maintenance protocol (SyncMC) mentioned in (Collin et al.
2000), and detailed in (Tel 1999) consists of a sequence of proposals/backtracking interleaved with
consistency maintenance. In addition, for DisPrivCSPs, the strength of the achieved consistency
can be optional and agents can be allowed to divulge only the labels/value eliminations that they
want. With this amendment:

Proposition 16.3 SyncMC ≺ SyncBT.

Proof. For the problem discussed in the proof of Proposition 16.2, SyncMC finds a solution in the same

conditions as SyncDFSTBranching. Whenever SyncBT finds a solution, an instance of SyncMC where

agents prefer not to reveal any label behaves like SyncBT and finds the same solution.

Proposition 16.4 SyncMC and SyncDFSTBranching are incomparable with the relation ≺.

Proof sketch. Any DisCSP can be extended with constraints between all variables, such that SyncDF-
STBranching behaves like SyncBT. According to Proposition 16.3, SyncMC can avoid inconsistency and
finds solutions when SyncDFSTBranching must abort.
One can also construct problems where SyncDFSTBranching finds solutions and SyncMC aborts. Here

we do not present a complete example but explain how it can be built:
In Figure 16.1, both sets of agents: C and D, defining DFS branches under the agent B are infeasible

for two different search tree branches b1 and b2, but the privacy loss leads to abortion once for C on b1

and then for D on b2.
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Figure 16.1: SyncDFSTBranching DFS branches: A,C,D are sets of agents. B is an agent.

When the full search on D can reach failure on b1 but the maintained degree of consistency of SyncMC

fails to find inconsistency (such situations are known to exist), then SyncMC forces C to find the incon-

sistency. If the order on agents is lucky and the failing subset of D comes first, then SyncMC aborts when

it expands the search tree on b2.

16.2.2 Asynchronous Protocols

During distributed search, agents exchange information on current proposals via messages, and the
set of proposals known by an agent is referred to as its view. Protocols are asynchronous when at
no moment an agent can make assumptions about the current view of another agent.

Most distributed algorithms consist of several asynchronous epochs, meaning that there exist
some uncertainty when messages are on their ways, but at some moments one agent can make
safe assumptions about the view of the other agents. These moments delimit epochs. In SyncMC,
each start and termination of a distributed consistency round delimits consistency epochs from
backtracking epochs. In (Razgon & Meisels 2001), the search consists of a series of: consistency,
ordering, backtracking epochs. (Armstrong & Durfee 1997) describes an algorithm consisting of
asynchronous backtracking epochs interleaved with reordering epochs. In SyncBT, each epoch
consists of exactly one message.

Definition 16.6 We say that a protocol is asynchronous when it consists of a single asynchronous
epoch.

An asynchronous protocol is typically homogeneous in the sense that the agents behave ac-
cording to the same state machine all along the interaction. (Yokoo et al. 1992) presents an
asynchronous protocol for solving DisCSPs, called Asynchronous Backtracking (ABT). In ABT,
agents can make concurrently and in parallel proposals on distinct variables.

Proposition 16.5 ABT ≺ SyncDFSTBranching.

Proof. We take a DisPrivCSP with agents A1, A2, A3, A4, A5 enforcing a CSP with a fully connected
graph. Given this order on agents we consider that the agents A3, A4, A5 compose an infeasible problem
for the first proposal of the first agent. Let A2 also want to refuse this proposal but the privacy loss for
this refusal would oblige him to abandon the search. ABT is able to detect the infeasibility of this value
and solutions with subsequent values can be found. SyncDFSTBranching instead obliges A2 to divulge
infeasibility of this same proposal and the search is aborted.

Whenever SyncDFSTBranching solves a problem, the same problem can be solved by ABT, since a

certain timing in ABT yields SyncDFSTBranching.

(Silaghi et al. 2000a) proposes an asynchronous algorithm, Asynchronous Aggregation Search
(AAS), for a model with privacy on constraints. AAS allows agents to aggregate several proposals
in one message.

Proposition 16.6 AAS ≺ ABT.

Proof. AAS can emulate ABT by not performing aggregations, therefore when ABT finds a solution,

AAS can also find it. Instead, by the fact that AAS can aggregate two proposals a and b, lower priority

agents may be able to find a solution with b, avoiding to abort on a.
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Proposition 16.7 ABT is incomparable versus SyncMC using the relation ≺.

Proof sketch. Arc consistency achievement can remove a branch by propagating the removal of the
last proposal of the second agent. ABT cannot do this, especially since nogoods involving that last value
can only be computed after that value is proposed. Since the propagation of such a value can rule out
proposals leading to abortion, SyncMC may find solutions when ABT does not.
SyncMC may not itself find solutions when search with ABT in lower priority agents can detect

infeasibility of challenging proposals.
An example where the previous argument can be analyzed can be easily built. Consider the next

DisPrivCSP.
CSP(A1)={x1||x1 ∈ {1, 2}, |x2 − x1|≤1}
CSP(A2)={x2|x1|x2 ∈ {1, 2, 3}, |x2 − x1|≤1, x2 > 1, privA2(1) = 4, VA2 = 3}
When CSP(A3), CSP(A4), and CSP(A5) define a problem such that x1=1 leads to failure by search

but x1=1, x2∈{1, 2} does not fail with consistency, then a solution for x1=2 can be found with ABT but
not with SyncMC.
Instead, when CSP(A3), CSP(A4), and CSP(A5) define a problem such that x1=1 does not lead to

failure by search (due to the existence of a solution for x1=1, x2=3) but consistency with x1=1, x2∈{1, 2}
can prove infeasibility, then a solution for x1=2 can be found with SyncMC but not with ABT.

These two types of problems obviously exist, therefore the claim is proven.

(Silaghi et al. 2001l) introduces a method called Distributed Maintaining Asynchronously
Consistency (DMAC-ABT), for maintaining consistency in ABT. DMAC-ABT allows to exchange
a type of nogoods called consistency-nogoods, corresponding to labels in SyncMC.

Proposition 16.8 DMAC-ABT ≺ ABT.

Proof. Any of the problems that can be solved with ABT can be solved with DMAC-ABT for DisPrivC-

SPs, since DMAC-ABT emulates ABT when no agent sends labels due to privacy enforcement policies.

According to Proposition 16.7, there exist problems that can be solved with SyncMC but cannot be solved

with ABT. Those problems can be solved with DMAC-ABT, which can also emulate SyncMC.

Proposition 16.9 DMAC-ABT ≺ SyncMC.

Proof. Any of the problems that can be solved with SyncMC can be solved with DMAC-ABT for

DisPrivCSPs, since DMAC-ABT emulates SyncMC for certain timing policies. The problems that can be

solved with ABT but cannot be solved with SyncMC (see Proposition 16.7), can be solved with DMAC-

ABT, which can also emulate ABT when no agent sends labels due to privacy enforcement policies.

Previously we mentioned a protocol called DMAC, combining AAS and DMAC-ABT. Similarly
with the previous propositions it can be shown that:

Proposition 16.10 DMAC is flexibler than both AAS and DMAC-ABT.

16.2.3 Comparison for reordering

Now we discuss several algorithms allowing for reordering. ABT with reordering (ABTR) is a
protocol described in (Silaghi et al. 2001e) and allowing agents to propose new orders based on
heuristic information obtained from other agents.

Proposition 16.11 ABTR ≺ ABT.

Proof. In ABTR, an agent owning private tuples that must be revealed for proving infeasibility of a

branch may be allowed to generate a heuristic message and can be placed on the first position. This way it

can launch another proposal and escapes the need to abort. ABTR can always emulate ABT when agents

do not use heuristics.

The protocol combining DMAC with the reordering of ABTR is called Multiply Asynchronous
Search (MAS). It can be noted that no algorithm has been yet described that would combine
DMAC-ABT with the reordering of ABTR (DMAC-ABTR). DMAC-ABTR can be obtained in a
straightforward manner and it should be flexibler than DMAC-ABT.
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Proposition 16.12 MAS ≺ DMAC.

Proof. This relation is similar to the one at Proposition 16.11.

It is obvious that ABTR cannot be flexibler than MAS since MAS can emulate ABTR. However,
we have not succeeded in designing DisPrivCSP examples that can be solved by MAS and cannot
be solved by ABTR, such that the relationship between these two algorithms remains an open
question.

Asynchronous Weak Commitment (AWC) (Yokoo 1995) is a very powerful algorithm for re-
ordering values and agents during asynchronous search. Its ability to reorder values allows it to
solve problems that algorithms with static order cannot solve. In AWC, agents can propose new
reordering whenever a new nogood is multicast. The standard reordering policy in AWC is to
position each agent discovering a new nogood before all the agents that have generated proposals
found in that nogood, but in practice, other positions can be selected.

Proposition 16.13 AWC ≺ ABT.

Proof. Since, as mentioned above, agents can choose not to modify their priority on the discovery of
new nogoods, at extreme AWC emulates ABT, and any problem solved with ABT can be solved with
some variant of AWC. However, due to its reordering ability, AWC can solve the next DisPrivCSP that is
abandoned in ABT.
CSP(A1)={a|b|a∈{1, 2, 3}, a=b}
CSP(A2)={b|a|b∈{1, 2, 3}, a=b,a6∈{1, 2},privA2(2)=4,V=3}

When A2 receives the first proposal for a = 1, it generates a nogood and gets higher priority. It can

then propose b = 3 and a solution is found. With ABT, A1 proposes first a = 1, then on refusal it proposes

a = 2 and A2 must abort.

However, in case of a series of unlucky reordering events, ABTR and AWC may have to abandon
a DisPrivCSP that can be solved with ABT.

Example 16.21 For the DisPrivCSP:
CSP(A1)={a|b|a∈{1, 2, 3},a=b,a6=2,privA1

(2)=4,V=3}
CSP(A2)={b|a|b∈{1, 2, 3}, a=b, a6=1}

AWC with the reordering strategy advised for efficiency on DisCSPs in (Yokoo 1993b), A1

aborts when after the first nogood detected by A2, A2 gets the highest priority and proposes b = 2.

Proposition 16.14 AWC and ABTR cannot be compared with the relation ≺.

Proof. AWC cannot change an order before nogoods are discovered. Given the DisPrivCSP:
CSP(A1)={a|b|a∈{1, 2}, a=b}
CSP(A2)={b|a|b∈{1, 2}, b6=1, a=b, privA2(1)=4, V=3},
AWC leads A2 to abandon the search immediately after receiving the proposal a = 1, since A2 don’t
accept to divulge the infeasibility of b = 1. ABTR instead allows A2 to generate a heuristic message and
a reordering can be issued where A2 gets the highest priority. A2 can propose b = 2 and the solution is
found immediately.

AWC can reorder values and this can allow for solving DisPrivCSPs such as:
CSP(A1)={a|b|a ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3},a=b,a6=2,privA1(2)=4,V=3}
CSP(A2)={b|a|b∈{1, 2, 3}, a=b, a6=1, privA2(1)=4, V=3}

More, ABTR allows agents to send reordering heuristics only within a predefined delay after receiving

the last proposal.

Chapter 13 (Silaghi et al. 2001b) presents an additional algorithm for DisCSPs. It consists of
running MAS on a DisCSP that is equivalent to the initial problem. The new DisCSPs (R-DisCSPs)
can be obtained by decomposing each agent in several cohabiting replicas, and by distributing the
CSP of each initial agent to its replicas. The obtained algorithm is called Replica-based MAS
(R-MAS).

Proposition 16.15 R-MAS ≺ MAS.
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Figure 16.2: Dashed lines with arrows at both sides show protocols proven not to be compara-
ble with the relation flexibler. The arrows point towards flexibler protocols. The relation ≺ is
transitive.

Proof. R-MAS can emulate MAS.

With R-MAS, the agents can cooperate at an abstract level without divulging anything and the size

of the problem that needs to be detailed in the end can be reduced such that the probable privacy loss

becomes acceptable. An agent, A1, that tries to escape from detailing the feasibility of some tuple, can

simply bundle it together with other tuples and hope that somebody else refuses it.

A technique for parallel proposals, PAS, related to IDIBT, has been mentioned in Chapter 8.

Proposition 16.16 PAS ≺ AAS.

Proof. The parallel proposals that PAS can make are more general than those of AAS, therefore, more

opportunities exist for reaching a solution before an agent has to abort.

A rational risk-adverse agent could use techniques (Solotorevsky et al. 1996b) to estimate the
ratio of his successful proposals and aborts when the probable privacy loss estimated for finding a
solution overcomes the expected gain.

16.2.4 Hierarchy

In Figure 16.2 we give a global image of the previous results in the the comparison of protocols for
DisPrivCSPs. Several very recent protocols (Bessière et al. 2001; Meisels & Razgon 2001) are not
yet analyzed. Some protocols (Solotorevsky et al. 1996a) initially designed for problems without
privacy could also be studied in the future from the point of view of DisPrivCSPs.

The relation ≺ is transitive (Proposition 16.1) and therefore, several additional relations can
be inferred from the proven ones. Some questions remain open, e.g. the relation between ABTR,
AWC and MAS.

16.3 Agent behaviors

abundant [is] the wickedness of man in the earth, and
every imagination of the thoughts of his heart

only evil all the day;
Moses, Genesis 6:5, YLT

The previous section has reviewed several well known protocols and has compared their support
for privacy within the assumptions in this framework (DisPrivCSPs with privacy invariant with
peers and environment). Now we make a summary of some lessons learned during this exercise.
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For ensuring termination, asynchronous algorithms use to define some deadlines within which
agents must put themselves in a coherent state with their view by generating nogoods or by
refining the proposals. Privacy considerations may determine agents to block until this deadlines
are reached. Since proposals are often multicast in asynchronous search, deadlines can occur
simultaneously for distinct agents. While this has a flavor of fairness, it encourages delays. It
can be interesting to spread the deadlines and this can be achieved by setting deadlines that are
proportional to the distance in priority to the source of the last received message.

When an asynchronous algorithm is in use, helping with nogoods that do not lead to important
additional privacy loss for the agent generating them can prevent other agents to avoid abandoning
the process. This is an incentive for agents to increase their cooperation. When a possible domain
reduction is detected, it is not needed to announce it immediately if the concerned tuples bring
an important incremental privacy loss. When the search becomes too long, delayed labels can still
be announced if their divulgence is preferable to the delay. (e.g. A list of labels that potentially
can be disclosed may be stored by agents with private problems, and local timers can be set for
reconsidering their divulgement.) Whenever an agent is forced by a deadline to reveal a nogood
for a current proposal, the agent can try to propose a reordering.

16.4 Secure protocols vs. distributed search

In the previous chapters we have seen several search protocols for solving distributed CSPs. One
of the main motivations behind DisCSPs is the privacy that they offer. In this chapter we have
first introduced secure multi-party computations, the main competitor for distributed search.

Before closing this chapter, we will discuss some of the trade-offs between the two techniques.
Clearly, each of them is appropriate for a different type of problems, while for some problem, the
choice can be difficult.

Secure protocols have the main advantage that it is probable that they lead the computation
without any privacy loss, other than the official result. In contrast, distributed protocols by their
nature divulge at least some of the constraints and values.

Secure protocols like SCSPS are clearly much more expensive than techniques like MAS. SCSPS
has to exhaustively generate and test several times the whole search space.

Secure protocols lead to results that depend only on the initial description of the problem
and of the way the distribution/shuffling is done, eventually description of strategies, and random
generators. The result in distributed search is influenced by agent strategies, network load, divulged
information.

Distributed search has the advantage that in any moment, an agent knows an upper bound
of how much information it may have divulged. In negotiations, this upper bound can help the
agent to detect when the other participants make pressure on him, forcing him to reveal too much
information in a simple problem. In secure protocols, there is no way for an agent to know that
any privacy was actually saved.

Distributed search fits well human-machine interaction, while secure protocols are cryptic and
are only appropriate for purely machine-based problem solving.

Distributed search seems able to accommodated easily to very dynamic problems like the one
in (Jung et al. 2000).

16.5 Summary

While many search protocols have been developed recently for coping with privacy, no existing
formal framework allows to go beyond questionable claims. In this chapter we first describe secure
multi-party computations and propose some secure techniques adapted to DisCSPs. Then we
propose a framework called Distributed Private Constraint Satisfaction Problems (DisPrivCSPs).
This framework models the privacy loss for individual revelations. It also models the effect of the
privacy loss by the fact that agents are determined to abandon when the expected increment of
privacy loss overcomes the expected gains from cooperation. Applications of such protocols have
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been recently described in (Freuder et al. 2001). The newly introduced framework is supported
by showing how several existing protocols behave and compare against each other within the new
definitions. Observations made during this analysis can direct users in choosing good strategies
for their agents.



Part III

Advanced Issues about DisCSP

In the previous parts we have seen algorithms for solving distributed
constraint satisfaction problems (DisCSPs). DisCSPs define a general
framework for transferring techniques between distributed problems.
However, most real problems cannot be fully modeled as DisCSPs and
the use of extensions to DisCSPs is required. In the last part of this
thesis we shortly exemplify two useful extensions to DisCSPs: Dynamic
Distributed Valued CSPs and Distributed Generative CSPs. We also
enter in some details of the algorithms we use for detecting termination.
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